
RE: FFP Degree Audit

Eileen DeLuca <Eileen.DeLuca@fsw.edu>
Tue 7/27/2021 11:34 AM
To:  Jeffrey D. Peterman <Jeffrey.Peterman@fsw.edu>
Cc:  Thomas Norman <Thomas.Norman@fsw.edu>; Joseph Washburn <Joseph.Washburn@fsw.edu>; Brenda Knight
<Brenda.Knight@fsw.edu>; Martin A. McClinton <Martin.McClinton@fsw.edu>; Sheila Seelau <Sheila.Seelau@fsw.edu>

I approve the equivalencies based on the state change and as a “do no harm” measure to students in the transi�on.
 
Thanks,
Eileen
 
From: Jeffrey D. Peterman  
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 8:59 AM 
To: Eileen DeLuca <Eileen.DeLuca@fsw.edu> 
Cc: Thomas Norman <Thomas.Norman@fsw.edu>; Joseph Washburn <Joseph.Washburn@fsw.edu>; Brenda Knight
<Brenda.Knight@fsw.edu>; Mar�n A. McClinton <Mar�n.McClinton@fsw.edu>; Sheila Seelau
<Sheila.Seelau@fsw.edu> 
Subject: FFP Degree Audit
 
Dr. DeLuca,
 
It has come to our a�en�on that there are about 30+ students that were enrolled in the old FFP course numbers when
the new hours were enacted: They were a “transi�on” cohort caught in the middle of a State mandate and our process
to make those changes at the college level.
  
Our memo retroac�vely put the new hours of courses FFP 0030C and 0031C in the 20-21 catalog but we did not have
the classes ready for the students.  So this “transi�on” cohort took the ‘old’ FFP 0010C and the FFP 0020C with the
increased hours at the class level.  I believe for SACSCOC, we provided documenta�on for their hours they took to meet
the new degree requirements.  What we did not consider was the degree audit for these students.
 
To remedy this, I can make FFP 0010C equivalent to FFP 0030C and FFP 0020C equivalent to FFP 0031C for the Fall
2020, Spring 2021 and Summer 2021.  It would apply to this transi�on cohort ONLY, and a�er speaking with Eric
Cirignano our Degree Audit Specialist, it should trigger the degree audit to graduate those students for the program.
 
We are asking permission to make these equivalencies in Banner as we believe it applies and falls under the part of the
original memo “…the Department is seeking an excep�on to amend the Fire Fighter I/II Cer�ficate, PSAV program by
increasing the hours mandated by the state…” 
 
If there is other documenta�on that you might need to add to what was submi�ed to SACSCOC for this issue, please let
me know. 
 
Thank you for your a�en�on,
 
 
Jeffrey Peterman
Coordinator, Curriculum and Catalog Systems
Office of the Registrar
Phone: 239-489-9228
Fax: 239-489-9040
 
FSW is currently serving students at all 4 FSW locations via live chat, email, phone, and in-person. For hours of
operation and ways to contact us, visit https://www.fsw.edu/remote/contact.
 

https://www.fsw.edu/remote/contact
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